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Abstract—Traffic jams is one of the biggest issue in India by which ambulance services get affected on larger scale, 
due to delay in ambulance service, patient may lose his life and these issues are getting increased each day. 
                In an traffic signal generally people get confused that from which signal the emergency vehicle is arriving, 
Hence here in such a scenario the emergency vehicle might get stuck in this traffic until it gets cleared. In this paper 
we have provided solution as the emergency vehicle is been kept tracked by the help of the GPS (Global Positioning 
System) system and whenever an emergency vehicle reaches a particular distance from an traffic signal, the signal 
from which the emergency vehicle is going to pass is made green so that the people standing at the traffic signal starts 
moving, additionally we will give alert to the people standing at the traffic signal by the help of those glowing LED 
(Light Emitting Diodes) which will be placed inside the raised pavement marker present in the road. 
 
 
Keywords — Traffic Jams, Emergency vehicles, Global Positioning System(GPS). 

I. INTRODUCTION 
India is the second most crowded Country in the World and is a quickly developing  economy. It is seeing 

horrible street blockage issues in its urban communities. Foundation development is moderate when contrasted 
with the development in number of vehicles, because of space and cost limitations. Additionally, Indian traffic 
is non-path based and disorderly. It needs a traffic control arrangement, which are not the same as the created 
Countries. Insightful administration of  traffic streams can decrease the negative effect of blockage. Mechanized 
vehicular mishaps  are among the significant reasons for human damage or passing and harm of merchandise 
with budgetary  results. As indicated by 2016 constant auto collision measurements, everywhere throughout the 
world, 853.849 was the quantity of individuals Killed in vehicular mishaps, 24.100.573 was the number of 
harmed individuals in car crashes, and $356.688.482.686 was the all out expense of car crashes. Just in USA, 
the National Safety Council (NSC) evaluated that generally 40.000 individuals passed on in mechanized 
vehicles crashes in 2016, a 6% ascend since 2015 with a 14% expansion in passings since 2014, the greatest 
two-year hop in over five decades.  In this scene, everywhere throughout the world, the complete number of 
vehicles go from generally  921.642.000 in 2006 to 1.282.270.000 in 2015 enlisting an important development 
of vehicles also, this number is set to twofold by 2040. 

Traffic is a noteworthy issue in the city that influences numerous individuals. Traffic wonder causes 
numerous social issues such as stress, Air contamination, inordinate fuel utilization, misuse of time and so on. 
Today numerous inquires about in the field of faken insight strategies have been performed to improve traffic 
stream and wellbeing for transportation Such as master frameworks and fluffy rationale framework and 
distinctive calculations for traffic the board have been examined in a few papers. In this investigate, fluffy 
rationale is utilized to plan the traffic control framework. Fluffy derivation empowers the framework to choose 
like master human. So traffic control framework can settle on the best choice for the smooth stream of traffic at 
crossing points with the goal that vehicles can cross the convergence with the least conceivable time. 

The world's first traffic light appeared before the car was being used, and traffic comprised just of people on 
foot, surreys, and wagons. Introduced at a convergence in London in 1868, it was a rotating light with red and 
green signs. Red signified "stop" and green signified "alert." The lamp, lit up by gas, was turned by methods for 
a switch at its base with the goal that the suitable light confronted traffic. On January 2, 1869, this rough traffic 
light detonated, harming the policeman who was working it. After the happening to autos, the circumstance 
deteriorated. Cop William L. Potts of Detroit, Michigan, chose to take care of the issue. What he had as a main 
priority was making sense of an approach to adjust railroad signals for road use. The railways were at that point 
using programmed controls. In any case, railroad traffic went along parallel lines. Road traffic went at right 
edges. Potts utilized red, golden, and green railroad lights and about $37 of wire and electrical controls to make 
the world's initial 4-way three shading traffic light. It was introduced in 1920 at the intersection of Woodward 
and Michigan Avenues in Detroit. Inside a year, Detroit had introduced a sum of fifteen of the new programmed 
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lights. At about a similar time, Garrett Morgan of Cleveland, Ohio understood the need to control the stream of 
traffic. A talented innovator and purportedly the principal African American to possess a vehicle in Cleveland, 
Ohio, he designed the electric programmed traffic light. Despite the fact that it looked progressively like the 
semaphore signals you see at train intersections today. Numerous others had gotten US Patents for Traffic 
Signals, some as right on time as 1918. Be that as it may, Morgan's Patent was acquired by General Electric 
Corporation and gave the assurance they expected to start constructing a restraining infrastructure on traffic light 
assembling. 

The GPS idea depends on time and the known position of GPS particular satellites. The satellites convey 
entirely stable nuclear tickers that are synchronized with each other and with the ground timekeepers. Any float 
from genuine time kept up on the ground is revised every day. In a similar way, the satellite areas are known 
with incredible accuracy. GPS collectors have tickers too, yet they are less steady and less exact. Every gp 
satellite constantly transmits a radio flag containing the present time and information about its position. Since 
the speed of radio waves is steady and autonomous of the satellite speed, the time delay between when the 
satellite transmits a flag and the recipient gets it is relative to the separation from the satellite to the beneficiary. 
A GPS collector screens numerous satellites and unravels conditions to decide the exact position of the recipient 
and its deviation from genuine time. At any rate, four satellites must be in perspective on the beneficiary for it to 
figure four obscure amounts (three position facilitates and clock deviation from satellite time). The navigational 
signs transmitted by GPS satellites encode an assortment of data including satellite positions, the condition of 
the inside timekeepers, and the strength of the system. These signs are transmitted on two separate bearer 
frequencies that are basic to all satellites in the system. Two distinct encodings are utilized: an open encoding 
that empowers lower goals route, and a scrambled encoding utilized by the U.S. military. 

The activity of any traffic light convergence is generally intended to accomplish greatest throughput and 
smooth stream of vehicular traffic. Shockingly, traffic back-up is once in a while unavoidable. Clearing such 
circumstances would require many flagging cycles. On the off chance that crisis vehicles don't have the ability 
to change the task of the traffic signals, they will be compelled to sit in rush hour gridlock. This will cause an 
extensive increment in their reaction times. Likewise, regardless of whether there is no substantial traffic, crisis 
reaction vehicles entering a crossing point at a fast will put all drivers and people on foot under outrageous 
hazard. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Chapter II presents the Related works of previous systems. The 
proposed system is explained in Chapter III. Implementation details are provided in Chapter IV. Finally, the 
paper is concluded in Chapter V.. 

II. RELATED WORKS 
In [1] The main thought behind this paper is to supply a sleek flow for the emergency vehicle to succeed in 

the hospitals in time and thereby minimizing the delay caused by tie up. The Microcontroller based mostly 
RFID system is employed to change the light-weight|traffic signal|stoplight|light}s upon its arrival at traffic light 
junction which might save a life at important time. frequency Identification may be a small electronic device 
that comprise of atiny low chip ANd an antenna. the little chip is embedded with information regarding 
patience's standing and also the car current lane. The RFID reader situated at the stoplight reads this data from 
the RFID surveyor put in at the car. To avoid supernumerary stoplight changes, we have a tendency to cross 
refer the car current location and patience's condition mistreatment mobile app registered by the car driver. just 
in case of network failure, the RFID takes the full management.On the off chance that a rescue vehicle at crisis 
is halted by the traffic, at that point RFID gives the emergency vehicle information and utilizing application 
with cloud get to which give esteem "crisis" by the client to confirm the difference in signs in that path to green 
and all other to red. 

The disadvantages of [1] includes This idea doesn’t have that feature to implement the shortest path to the 
hospital. It doesn’t recommended Doctor in hospital by providing initial medical details of patient like BP, 
blood group, heart rate, etc.. and the facility to store details of several patients over long periods of time cannot 
be done in this project.  

In [2] This paper displays an astute traffic control framework to pass crisis vehicles easily. Every individual 
vehicle is outfitted with extraordinary RFID tag (put at a vital area), which makes it difficult to expel or 
devastate. We use RFID peruser, NSK EDK-125– TTL and PIC16F877A framework on chip to peruse the 
RFID labels joined to the vehicle. It tallies number of vehicles that passes on a specific way amid a predefined 
span. It additionally decides the system clog, and subsequently the green light term for that way. In the event 
that the RFID-tag-read has a place with the stolen vehicle, at that point a message is sent utilizing GSM SIM300 
to the police control room. Additionally, when an emergency vehicle is moving toward the intersection, it will 
impart to the traffic controller in the intersection to turn on the green light. This module utilizes ZigBee modules 
on CC2500 and PIC16F877A framework on chip for remote correspondences between the emergency vehicle 
and traffic controller. The model was tried under various blends of contributions to our remote correspondence 
research center and test results were found not surprisingly. 
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The disadvantages of [2] include RFID readers doesn’t cover longer ranges hence need some longer range 
RFID readers. This system needs all the information about the starting point, end point of the travel. It may not 
work, if the emergency vehicle needs to take another route for some reasons or if the starting point is not known 
in advance. 

In [3] Ease rambles are rising not too far off of novel keen Internet-of-Things (IoT) applications. Specialists 
in cloud mechanical autonomy have as of late pushed for the coordination of minimal effort robots and 
automatons in the cloud and IoT. Be that as it may, the execution of ongoing cloud mechanical autonomy 
frameworks remains a principal challenge that requests further examination. DroneTrack, a continuous item 
following framework including an automaton that pursues a moving article over the Internet. DroneTrack 
utilizes the Drone map Planner cloud-based framework to control, oversee, and speak with automatons over the 
Internet. The fundamental commitments of this work comprise of: the improvement and arrangement of 
DroneTrack, an ongoing article following application utilizing the DP cloud stage, and a complete test 
assessment of its constant execution. We note that DroneTrack does not utilize PC vision procedures; rather, it 
depends on the trading of GPS areas through the cloud. Three situations are displayed for directing different 
tests with genuine and recreated rambles. A following exactness of 3.5 meters by and large is accomplished by 
DroneTrack with moderate speed moving targets. Our trial examine shows the adequacy of the DroneTrack 
framework. 

The disadvantages of [3] includes There communication delay between the user and the cloud in this 
experiment and had low tracking quality. Erroneous GPS location coordinates result in increased gaps between a 
user and drone, and sudden changes in location can hinder a drones movement. The frequency of updating a 
moving objects new locations is quite slower hence need improvement. 

In [4] An epic traffic control framework structure, the Mobile Intelligent Traffic Control System (MITCS), 
intended for Taiwan for the people to come. The framework coordinates miniaturized scale mechanical and 
electrical advances with installed framework, remote transmission, picture preparing, and sun oriented power 
module. The points of this investigation are to research and structure a novel and multi-useful traffic controller 
in a crate, plan a practical basic commitment to correspondence system and use picture preparing procedures to 
build up a non-meddling vehicle identifier for checking traffic elements at long last use man-made brainpower 
to adjust traffic elements and to recharge traffic control techniques and propose a particular idea for portable 
savvy traffic control focus. At last, an exploratory framework was assembled which comprised of Virtual Traffic 
Police (VTP), Status Monitor Agent (SMA) and Traffic Control Integration Module (TCIM). The framework 
will bolster a very proficient, self-sorted out and self-composed traffic control system. 

The disadvantages of [4] includes The Mobile Intelligent Traffic Control System (MITCS), designed only for 
Taiwan and hence implementing it in other country might not be that efficient. The Implementing cost might be 
more since it completely depends on mobile devices. 

In [5] To limit this issue, the methodology new thought named as "Traffic control system for blockage 
control and stolen Vehicle area". In this system movement opportunity done by changing Red banner into Green 
banner. We show a thought of what we call "Green wave". Close by this, we recognize stolen vehicle by using 
amazingly profitable RFID advancement. 

The disadvantages of [5] includes The range of transmission is quite short compared to wired transmission. 
The performance will drop off if the distance to the receiver is out of range for the infrared device. The speed at 
which the data is transmitted by infrared light is slower than wired transmission. The signal of IR sensor and 
RFID can be blocked by any foreign material that is in front of the transmission. This could be things such as 
objects, walls and people. Also, the transmitters and receivers must be closely aligned to communicate by being 
directly in sight of each other. The weather can also interfere with reception from sunlight, rain, dust and 
pollination. 

In [6] RF (Radio Frequency) is the latest innovation utilized for traffic lights acquisition frameworks. The 
framework comprises of low power transmitters and different radio wires at the crossing point to recognize the 
heading of the flag. The upsides of utilizing this innovation over light producers or acoustic frameworks 
incorporate enacting the framework from an a lot further separation, working around obstructions, and not being 
influenced by climate conditions. One merchant for such frameworks is Collision Control Communications Inc. 

The disadvantages of [6] includes This system doesn’t have navigation sensor which could help in handling 
4-way traffic by ambulance. The response time by this system is not efficient and quick. 

 

III.  PROPOSED SYSTEM 
From the present issue seen, existing advances are deficient to deal with the issues of traffic clog control, 

crisis vehicle leeway, and so forth. To take care of these issues, we propose to execute our Intelligent Traffic 
Control System. Here, initially all the emergency vehicles are equipped with GPS module which do sends the 
GPS latitude and longitude value continuously. These latitude and longitude values will be used to keep track of 
that emergency vehicle. Whenever an emergency vehicle reaches a particular distance from an traffic signal, the 
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signal from which the emergency vehicle is going to pass is made green so that the people standing at the traffic 
signal starts moving, additionally we will give alert to the people standing at the traffic signal by the help of 
those glowing LED (Light Emitting Diodes) which will be placed inside the raised pavement marker present in 
the road. List of components used in the experiment are NEO-6M GPS module, Arduino Uno, Arduino Nano, 
Light Emitting Diode (LED), HC-05 Bluetooth Module, 12V DC Motor, L298N. 

 
 

 
 

Figure 1: Architecture Diagram of the Proposed system 
 
 
 

A. NEO-6M GPS Module 
This is a GPS module that depends on the Ublox NEO-6M. This unit utilizes the most recent innovation from 

Ublox to give the most ideal situating data and incorporates a bigger implicit 25 x 25mm dynamic GPS 
reception apparatus with a UART TTL attachment. A battery is likewise included with the goal that you can get 
a GPS lock quicker. This is a refreshed GPS module that can be utilized with ardupilot mega v2. This GPS 
module gives the most ideal position data, taking into account better execution with your Ardupilot or other 
Multirotor control stage. 

 
Figure 2: NEO-6 GPS Module 

 
The Ublox NEO-6M GPS motor on this board is a very decent one, with the high exactness paired yield. It 

has likewise high affectability for indoor applications. UBLOX NEO-6M GPS Module has a battery for power 
reinforcement and EEPROM for putting away setup settings. The receiving wire is associated with the module 
through a ufl link which takes into consideration adaptability in mounting the GPS to such an extent that the 
reception apparatus will dependably observe the sky for best execution. This makes it amazing to use with 
vehicles and other versatile applications.  
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    The Ublox GPS module has sequential TTL yield, it has four pins: TX, RX, VCC, and GND. We can arrange 
the GPS and changing the settings and significantly more utilizing the u-focus programming. 

 

B. Arduino Uno 
The Arduino Uno is a microcontroller board dependent on the ATmega328. It has 20 advanced info/yield 

pins (of which 6 can be utilized as PWM yields and 6 can be utilized as simple data sources), a 16 MHz 
resonator, a USB association, a power jack, an in-circuit framework programming (ICSP) header, and a reset 
catch. It contains everything expected to help the microcontroller; just interface it to a PC (or fitting divider 
control connector) with a USB link or power it with an AC-to-DC connector or battery to begin. 

 
 

 
 

Figure 3: Arduino UNO Pin Diagram. 
 
 

The Uno varies from every former board in that it doesn't utilize the FTDI USB-to-sequential driver chip. 
Rather, it includes an ATmega16U2 customized as a USB-to-sequential converter. This helper microcontroller 
has its own USB bootloader, which enables propelled clients to reinvent it. 

 
 
C.  Arduino Nano 
 
  Arduino Nano is a microcontroller board planned by Arduino.cc. The microcontroller utilized in the Arduino 
Nano is Atmega328, indistinguishable one from utilized in Arduino UNO. It has a wide scope of uses and is a 
noteworthy microcontroller board in view of its little size and adaptability. 

 
Figure 4:Arduino NANO Pin diagram. 

 

Some of the features of arduino Nano includes  It has 22 input/output pins in total. Arduino Nano has 8 
analogue pins. It has a crystal oscillator of 16MHz. It's operating voltage varies from 5V to 12V. It also has a 
mini USB Pin which is used to upload code. Flash memory of Arduino Nano is 32Kb. It has pre- installed 
bootloader on it, which takes a flash memory of 2kb. It has an EEPROM memory of 1kb. 
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D.  HC-05 Bluetooth Module 
 
   The HC-05 is a module that can include two-way (full-duplex) remote usefulness to your undertakings. This 
Module can be utilized to impart between two microcontrollers like Arduino or any gadget with Bluetooth 
usefulness like a Phone or Laptop. The module speaks with the assistance of USART at 9600 baud rate 
henceforth it is anything but difficult to interface with any microcontroller that underpins USART. We can 
likewise arrange the default estimations of the module by utilizing the order mode. So on the off chance that you 
searching for a Wireless module that could exchange information from your PC or cell phone to microcontroller 
or the other way around then this module may be the correct decision for you. Anyway don't anticipate that this 
module should exchange sight and sound like photographs or melodies; you may need to investigate the 
CSR8645 module for that. 

 
 

Figure 5: HC-05 Bluetooth Module. 
 

 
 

Figure 6: HC-05 Bluetooth Module Pin diagram.  

IV. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PROPOSED SYSTEM 

 

 The Implementation of the project is done in three modules as follows: 
 
 

A. The Bluetooth controlled Rover 
 
For this prototype model we have designed an bluetooth controlled rover which will act as the 
emergency vehicle. The Rover do includes: 
 

a. Arduino Nano (1) 

b. NEO-6 GPS Module (1) 

c. HC-05 Bluetooth Module (1) 

d. 12V DC Motor (2) 

e. L298N Dual H-Bridge DC Motor controller Board (1) 

f. JHD162A - LCD Display 

g. 4V Rechargeable batteries (2) 

h. 1Kohm resistor (2) 

i. Jack plug for Arduino power (1) 

 
 

All the circuits above mentioned are used to develop the bluetooth controlled emergency vehicle in our 
prototype.   
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1)   Circuit Design :  The circuit design initially done between the HC-05 and the Arduino. Then the 
arduino is connected with the L298N board which then handles the power supply to the motors based on the 
commands gives as the input from the Bluetooth module. 

 

 

Figure 7: Bluetooth controlled Rover circuit diagram. 

 

2)    Android App : For this model we have been using the “Arduino bluetooth controller” which is 
available in play store for free of cost. 

 

 

Figure 8 : Android app with the key values. 
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3)   Initializing the bluetooth device :  The HC-05 Bluetooth device is powered on and then initially it is 
paired with the mobile phone using the default password, then the app is launched and the key controlled are set 
to control the rover. 

 

 

Figure 9 : Rover top view. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 10 : Rover Back view. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 11 : Rover Side view.  
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B. Traffic signal control system 

 The traffic signal system consists of four sides each having three LED’s red, orange and green placed in their 
respective order. The Traffic control system do includes: 

a. Arduino UNO (1) 
b. Power Relay (1) 
c. Coloured LED’s (12) 
d. LM7805 Voltage Regulator (1) 
e. Jack plug for Arduino power (1) 

f. 2 ohm Resistor (1) 

g. Diodes (8) 

h. Connecting Wires  

 

 
Figure 12 : Circuit diagram for Traffic control system. 

   

The LED’s and other circuits are connected as shown in the above circuit diagram and the code to operate the 
LED’s is uploaded in the Arduino UNO board. The code is written in a particular pattern so as the function of 
the traffic signal i.e. In our scenario we have four sides in our traffic system. Now initially when the circuit is 
powered all the sides do glow red led except side1 which will glow green led, next after a second the orange led 
of side1 is turned on and orange led of side2 is turned on at this stage the remaining sides do glow same the red 
led, next the side2 glow the green led and the remaining sides will glow the red led this cycles keep on repeating 
until it is interpreted by either external signal or by turning of the power supply. Once it is interpreted or the 
power is cut off on regain of the power supply the signal do follows the same routine again.  
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Figure 13(a) : Top view of the Traffic control System. 

 

 

 

Figure 13(b) : Top view of the Traffic control System 

 

Figure 14 : Side view of the Traffic control system. 
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C. Communication between the Emergency Vehicle and The Traffic control system 

  The communication between the emergency vehicle and the traffic signal is made possible by the help of 
the cloud storage system where we locations of the emergency vehicles are monitored live by the traffic 
system and hence based on the location of the near heading emergency vehicle the traffic signal changes to 
green this is according to our proposed system.  

 

Figure 15  : Front view of the Traffic control system. 

 

   Figure 16 : View of the Traffic control System from Ambulance. 

 

Here in this prototype model we have made this communication between the emergency vehicle and the 
traffic signal by the help of the RF transmitter and RF receiver respectively. This is because the proposed 
system is quite small and hence installing GPS in this system was quite tedious hence we made this easy by 
the help of this RF technology. 
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Figure 17 : Top view of the Traffic control System with Ambulance. 

V. CONCLUSION 
Human life is valuable and must pursue wellbeing estimates exceptionally cognizant in all angles this 

obviously incorporates rescue vehicle benefits as well. In this, by utilizing shrewd crisis vehicle framework we 
can accomplish the continuous administration of the traffic control framework by actualizing the substitute 
strategies for flag change to permit stream control. The precision of the GPS is more than those RFID, so our 
proposed paper likewise improves the execution of traffic light Violation Detection System. This framework is 
financially savvy, has various utilization and conveyed utilizing inclining IOT, which is progressively effective. 
This framework will diminish mishaps which frequently occur at the traffic flag convergences on the grounds 
that different vehicles need to cluster to offer route to the crisis vehicles. This lifeline venture must be actualized 
in the rush hour gridlock discussions to help people in general in great way. 

FUTURE WORKS 

We are thinking to expand our thought by actualizing briefest area and approach to emergency clinic, to treat 
patients and alarm the suggested Doctor in that emergency clinic by giving beginning restorative subtleties of 
patient like BP, blood gathering, pulse, and so forth... Which will justify the treatment increasingly agreeable 
and lessen the time delay. Another improvement is to include the ability of settling clashes at traffic light 
crossing points on account of having different crisis vehicles moving toward the convergence in the meantime. 
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